


Dear Colleagues! 

My heartiest congratulations on the successful completion of the project, in which 9 

representatives from Chernivtsi took part. Among them there were 6 professors of Chernivtsi 

National University named after Yuriy Fedkovych. 

It is not a mere coincidence because the University in cooperation with other city institutions is 

involved into cultural heritage preservation, in particular preservation of monuments of local, 

national and world significance. It contributes at social and scientific levels. Moreover, an 

architectural ensemble the “Residence of  Metropolitans of Bukovyna and Dalmatia”, which is 

now Chernivtsi National University, was included into the List of the World Heritage of UNESCO 

in 2011 (twenty eleven). The Residence is the third Ukrainian object of cultural heritage registered 

in such a prestigious list. This fact improved the image of both the city and the country.  

It is quite obvious that this even demands higher responsibilities from the staff and students of the 

University in the sphere of building preservation for the global society. A questionnaire survey set 

up for the students aiming at finding out their attitudes to preservation of historical heritage of the 

city of Chernivtsi corresponds our present day concerns. The results of the survey will be 

presented in our report “Preservation of the Cultural Heritage of Chernivtsi as it is viewed by 

Chernivtsi University students”. 

During the previous conference which took place last year in Kyshyniv a full professor of 

Chernivtsi University Svitlana Geregova presented some results of the students’ questionnaire 

survey. Now I will try to summarize the data and explain the survey outcome taking into 

consideration the whole body of the university students. It is worth mentioning that the number of 

students nowadays exceeds 15.ooo (fifteen thousand) of those studying full-time or part-time, the 

university staff includes about 2500 (two thousand fife hundred) members. From the statistical 

point of view they constitute almost 8% of Chernivtsi inhabitants. 

 



Topic: 

Students' knowledge about the conservation of the historical and cultural heritage of Chernivtsi.  

 

Respondents: 

Students of Chernivtsi University, 18-22 years old. 

  

Methods:  

Personal interviews formalized according to the proposed profiles. 

  

Sampling:  

Multistage quota sample with the special education student. 

  

Selection:   

50 students - historians and political scientists; mathematics and physics; biologists and chemists; architects, 

tourists. Total surveyed 200 students. 

 

 Error in representativeness of sample:   

not more than 3% for values close to 50%. 

 

 Date of the interviews:  

                 from 10 to 25 September 2014 

 

 

 Selection of the students-respondents was done on the basis of their competence or ignorance 

in the history of Chernivtsi city, its architectural and cultural heritage. 



53% 
47% 

Gender 

Female

Male
58% 

42% 

Number of years lived in the 
city 

since birth

3-5 years

72% 

28% 

Education 

Undergraduates

Bachelor's
Degree students



Specialized
Secondary
Education

Higher education

9% 

91% 

13% 

87% 

Education of parents 

Father Mother

Yes
No

Difficult to
respond

73% 

18% 
9% 

Satisfied with financial 
condition 



2% 

15% 
19% 

29% 
32% 

3% 

Several times
a week

Once a week Once a
month

From time to
time

Only in the
major

religious
holidays

Do not attend

How often do you attend church? 

26% 

58% 

8% 3% 5% 

Yes Rather,
yes

Rather, no No Difficult to
respond

Are you a believer? 



major in: 

Architecture, Tourism  

Biology, Chemistry  

Mathematics, Physics  

History, Political Science 

200 students 



Non-resident born in
Chernivtsi

39% 
61% 

History, Political Science

Mathematics, Physics

Biology, Chemistry

Architecture, Tourism

6% 

4% 

4% 

78% 

10% 

18% 

16% 

22% 

Non-resident Local

M
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o
r 
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The absence of work places for those who 
graduate from the universities; 
Gaps in transport infrastructure (absence of air 
communication system); 
Slow acquirement of Chernivtsi its former 
architectural look; 
Poorly developed tourism infrastructure in the 
city; 
Deplorable roads condition in the city and its 
suburbs; 
Escape of villagers to the city. 

 

The main questions  which are of great interest for 

Chernivtsi students 



28% 

72% 

Important Very important



53% 

47% 

Important Very important



38% 

62% 

Important Very important



Students-respondents consider that it was Austrian-Hungarian period in the history of 

Chernivtsi during which the city became a sort of a center of Europe. No wonder, the city of 

Chernivtsi is often called “little Paris”. There is one more proof of the city recognition – it’s the 

foundation of Chernivtsi University in 1875 (eighteen seventy fife) located on the outskirts of 

the monarchy. This decision was taken after long debates in the Austrian Parliament. A depute 

of a regional Seim and Austrian Parliament Kostyantyn Tomashchuk persuaded the emperor 

Franz Joseph to found the university particularly in Chernivtsi. Kostyantyn Tomashchuk 

became the first rector of Chernivtsi University. 

Students-respondents confirm that excursions round the city and the university especially for 

the first-year students help to enrich their knowledge about tolerance, multicultural features and 

architecture of Chernivtsi. Some students point out their participation in the preparation of the 

nomination dossier of the university for its inclusion into the UNESCO list. Its thorough 

preparation resulted in a positive decision in favour of the university. Students from different 

university colleges worked on the dossier. Students majoring in history collected and analyzed 

archival materials; students majoring in geography provided photos and videos, made up maps; 

students majoring in architecture did a comparative analysis of the given architectural object 

and the alike residences existing in the world; students majoring in the international relations 

assisted in some issues concerning diplomacy.  Common endeavors led to the inclusion of the 

Residence of Metropolitans of Bukovyna and Dalmatia (at present the university) into a 

prestigious list of cultural heritage – UNESCO World Heritage List. The respondents 

emphasize the role of the university teachers who cultivate love for the city not only among 

native citizens of Chernivtsi but also among those who come from another regions. Such love 

enroots positive culture and history oriented thinking. Some respondents state they are 

volunteers who organize free excursions for the tourists visiting Chernivtsi. We are proud of 

our students who feel responsible for the city cultural heritage preservation especially at our 

present strenuous situation in Ukraine. The comments to the questions provided by the 

respondents are vivid demonstrations of their feeling.  

 



87% 

13% 

Named Not named



City dwellers Local council Representatives

of national

minorities

inhabiting the

city

Government of

Ukraine

Regional council States which are

birthplaces for

national
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Germany)
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European Union

60% 

70% 

22% 

35% 

49% 

19% 

44% 

16% 



20% 

10% 
15% 

48% 

3% 4% 



49% 

17% 

29% 

5% Austrian
period

Romanian
period

Regardless of
the period

not interested



7% 

18% 

15% 

25% 

35% 

Yes

Almost yes

Yes and no

Rather no

Absolutely not



20% 

24% 

22% 

26% 

8% 

Yes

Almost yes

Yes and no

Rather no

Absolutely not



Attend exhibitions dedicated to the city history

Take part in celebrations dedicated to the city history and city

dwellers

Read books and periodicals about old Chernivtsi

Attend lectures, meetings dedicated to the city history

Buy books, albums, photos, maps of old Chernivtsi

Surf web-sites and Internet pages offering information about

the city history

Show friends around the city

Get information about the city or share it in different ways

38% 

64% 

15% 

9% 

7% 

75% 

69% 

37% 







Summing up the results of a visual analysis 

we can see that 86 % of students-respondents recognized and named  

the objects presented in a modern and original look.  

I must emphasize that students-respondents majoring in architecture, 

history  

and tourism industry recognized all the objects correctly.  

 Visual test 3A (an original look of Evangelistic church of 

1910) baffled some respondents, as 76 % of students had mistaken if  

for the Residence of Metropolitans of Bukovinian and Dalmatia. 



43% 39% 

87% 
93% 

32% 

12% 

69% 



Ruin 
48% 

Preserve 
52% 



objects of a particular historic and cultural value –  85%; 

objects of a particular historic and cultural value for the 

ethnic minorities in Chernivtsi – 58%; 

objects of a great practical value including residential 

houses, bridges, cannels, hospitals -  68%; 

religious objects - 75%;  

objects symbolizing power or representing different 

states in the history of Chernivtsi till 1991 – 35%; 

objects which prove the Ukrainian heritage of Chernivtsi 

apart from their artistic or applied value– 57%; 

cemeteries - 89%. 
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1% 

1% 

0% 
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100% 

97% 

99% 

99% 

99% 

100% 

100% 

99% 

80% 

Renovation of the military monument of 1902

(Golovna Street)

Renovation of Shiller monument (an area of Turkish

square)

Establishment of Traia Popovych monument (an

area of Turkish square)

Resumption of sacral functioning of the building of

a former Armenian church

Rebuilding of a Jewish temple and granting it to the

Jewish community

Establishment of Stepan Bandera monument

Establishment of Oleksandr the Kindhearted

monument

Renaming of a present street ‘Anri Barbius Str.’into 

its former name ‘Synagogue Str.’  

Replacement of the Soviet Soldier monument from

the city center

Yes No



revive memory of Ukrainian Chernivtsi, history of the Ukrainian people in general – 73% 

the revival of memories of citizens and a multicultural aspect of Chernivtsi which was a Soviet try 

to “internationalize” the city – 16% 

the revival of memories of citizens and a multicultural aspect of Chernivtsi which was a hidden 

intention of the Jewish community to bring back their lost material values – 25% 

the revival of memories of citizens and a multicultural aspect of Chernivtsi lessens patriotic 

feelings and love for the city of modern city inhabitants -   5% 

returning pre-war names of streets and objects suggested by pre-war inhabitants of the city is a 

symbolic Romanization of Chernivtsi – 7% 

 returning pre-war names of streets and objects is a symbolic usurpation of the city by the Jews -  2% 

the revival of memories of citizens and a multicultural aspect of Chernivtsi is necessary for the city 

uniqueness preservation and the citizens’ self-realization – 95% 

the revival of memories of citizens and a multicultural aspect of Chernivtsi is the duty of the city 

authorities and the city dwellers – 91% 

the revival of memories of citizens and a multicultural aspect of Chernivtsi diminishes self-

realization of the native Ukrainian dwellers of Chernivtsi – 18% 

the revival of memories of citizens and a multicultural aspect of Chernivtsi strengthens political 

and social instability among modern Ukrainians inhabiting Chernivtsi – 12% 

the revival of memories of citizens and a multicultural aspect of Chernivtsi strengthens anti-

Ukrainian statements among Diaspora communities – 6% 

historical buildings and monuments are precious that is why their conservation is more important 

than other current needs of the city and its inhabitants - 48% 

current needs of the city and its inhabitants are more vital than the conservation of historical 

buildings, monuments and architecture -  52% 



The majority of the students-respondents (82 %): 
demonstrate a high awareness of Chernivtsi history, its architectural monuments, its 

famous citizens who contributed a lot to the city history; 
recognize multicultural aspect of Chernivtsi, appreciate cultural heritage of the national 

minority groups inhabiting the city;  
support the conservation of historic buildings and objects of a high historical value; 

support the preservation of multicultural heritage of the city, but at the same time they 
emphasize the necessity to adjust it to the present-day city reality. 

consider their direct responsibility to revive the memory of famous city citizens who 
dwelt in Chernivtsi at different time periods and to study a multicultural environment of 

the city;  
find it unnecessary to renovate demolished in different historic epochs monuments: if 

they preserve their initial look they don’t need to be redecorated; 
consider, that conservation of the monuments which belong to various ethnic minorities 

should not be treated as demonstration of symbolic Rumanization or Soviet 
internationalization; local patriotism is reflected in understanding of necessity to 

preserve cultural heritage;  
the current situation in Ukraine sharpens the sense of responsibility for the 

preservation of the cultural heritage of the city, as evidenced by the comments to the 
responses of some students-respondents. 

 




